Fiction

Don't bully me,
I won't bully you back,
To me it's something,
To you it's nothing,
The world is turning black.

It affects my life,
For example, now me being bipolar now,
With other reasons,
In every seasons,
I better watch out.

I can do something,
I just don't choose to,
you know why,
I will die,
This will be because of you.

I can tell adults,
But you will regret it,
All you will say I didn't do anything,
You know you did something
Get me a Aid-kit.
fiction

Don't pun it up.

I want you to
pack
To use it, to complete
To have it, to complete.
The meaning is forming.

If objects may live,

For example, from the past present
With other reasons.
To other reasons.

I prefer motion, not

I can do something.

I must your choice, to

You prefer a

I will give the

We will pretend to have

I can tell another
But you may not select it.

As you may tell, I might do something.

If you were a pig, I'd
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